The Yellow Star

By Anna Von Reitz
While the Nazis were softening up Europe for the Holocaust and inch by inch destroying all sense of
moral compass, one of the things they did was to separate out and identify the Jewish Community by
mandating that all Jews sew a yellow Star of David on their coat sleeves and dresses.
This then made Jews readily identifiable as a separate group in each community, just as Black
Americans are readily identifiable as a separate group based on color of skin.
Having identified the Separate Group, the Nazis next set their chosen Separate Group up to serve as
scapegoats for their own failings. When the Nazi Regime borrowed immense amounts of money from
Jewish investors, and were then unwilling to pay them back, they blamed the victims while acting as
criminals themselves.
That is, they blamed the Jews, because they stole the Jews' investment money. They blamed the
victims and murdered their Priority Creditors by the busload.
That is the same thing that they intended to do here, in America, with only the slight twist that
instead of borrowing hard assets and asset-backed money, here they "borrowed" our credit by a
stealthy process of "hypothecating debt" against our assets.
They did this the same way that a credit card hacker does -- by impersonating you, stealing your
data, and making charges against your credit without your knowledge or permission.
And now those bills are due, and they are guilty of the crime, and they want a scapegoat. They want
to blame the American States and People for their own crimes against us. And we are saying, what
ho?
So they use trusted members of our community (just as they used the Jewish Rabbis) to identify us
using a "Yellow Star" ---- only this time the trusted traitors are Medical Doctors that these fiends have
illegally conscripted and illegally licensed as "Uniformed Officers" under Federal Code Title 37, and
then forced them to participate in this gigantic Covid-19 Hoax under pain of Dereliction of Duty and
Insubordination and loss of their license to practice medicine.
This is not the first time they pulled this trick and used doctors to betray the people of this country.
Medical Doctors are the lynch-pins and key implementers of the entire Birth Certificate Fraud. It's the
MDs that have given the False Witness and signed every single piece of paper deliberately
misidentifying American babies as "U.S. Citizens", and not Americans.
And now comes the "Yellow Star" part of the Hoax, wherein they and their minions force people to
wear masks, as if they were sick and admitting that they have "Covid-19" when they are in fact
perfectly healthy.

This is then calculated to be a signal to certain creditors who eat people like we eat cattle, that those
wearing masks are "diseased" and fair game to harvest. As shocking and diabolical and
reprehensible as this is, this is in fact what these vermin are setting up and staging for.
The wholesale rounding up of their creditors for sale to cannibals, who are not, by the way, human.
Actual people have seven energy centers called by the Hindus "chakras". The cannibals among us
have only three such energy centers, all below the waist. As a result these biological androids which
appear to be human, but which are not, have no higher order functions.
They have no heart energy center, so they have no empathy and no conscience. They have no
throat chakra, so they have no voice that can utter prayer to the Living God. They have no Third Eye
chakra, so they have no ability to imagine. They have no Crown chakra at the top of their head, so
they are disconnected from Heaven.
These are the "children" of Satan, poor imitations of mankind, functioning at a subhuman level, as
animals, meant to function as slaves and as slave Overseers, blindly obedient, mindless, driven
entirely by food, sex, and self-interest.
Now, this may all sound crazy to you and my critics will say I am "not credible" in the same way they
say that Donald Trump is not "credible" but I owe you all the Truth no matter how bizarre it is, and the
Truth is that those face masks you are wearing are serving the exact same function as the Jews'
Yellow Stars.
And you will note that you will never see any General or Admiral or major politician wearing a face
mask. You will never see Doctor Fauci wearing a face mask. You will never see President Trump
wearing a face mask.
Why? Because they will not willingly identify themselves and their tender juicy children as items for
dinner.
Review the Graeda Treaty and the G2O2-P3 Treaty. And stop wearing your "Yellow Stars".
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